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Q88 and Danaos further support Maritime Digital Transformation by
adding automated cargo history integration between the systems.

March 9, 2021, Q88 LLC, a global provider of SaaS technology to the maritime industry, and

Danaos, a leading provider of specialized software for shipping, announces the automated
integrations to questionnaire management data for shipowners, charterers, and operators.

This new data-driven integration combines Danaos software's power with the efficiency of the
Q88 tanker information management platform to support commercial and operational

decisions that positively impact shipping digitalization. By automating routine tasks and

centralizing previously distributed information, this integration stimulates workflows and boosts
productivity.

The integration of cargo history data from Danaos automates the response to all cargo history
and last cargoes carried questions on the questionnaires on Q88.com and Q88Dry. Once

enabled, the answer to questions like 12.1 on the Q88, listing the last three cargoes carried, are
populated from Danaos, increasing accuracy and time-saving.

Questions about recent cargoes carried are common on many questionnaires. Compiling the
data manually from the voyage management system to type the answer when preparing the
questionnaire is tedious and prone to inaccuracies. Automating the response cuts down on

time and ensures that the questionnaire is synchronized with the voyage management system.
"This integration leverages automation to increase accuracy and efficiency for customers of
Q88 and Danaos, aligning the companies' efforts to aid our common customers,” says Fritz
Heidenreich, founder and president of Q88, LLC. “This represents another key step on the
journey toward digitally transforming maritime industry."

“Danaos policy is always to develop and support integrations with the systems of our valued
partners, enabling both our platforms and the customers to reap the full benefit of

interoperability and seamless automation for all their business functions,” says Dimitris
Theodossiou, Managing Director of Danaos I.T. Group.

About Q88 LLC
Founded in 2001, Q88 LLC is the leading maritime SaaS technology provider and a preeminent voice
shaping the industry. Q88 products and services are synonymous with simplifying global maritime

transportation complexities and giving organizations of all types a competitive edge in a demanding

environment. Our partnership with the world’s leading ship owners, charterers, ship managers, agents,
and brokers has provided us insight into building solutions for some of the industry’s most pressing
issues.

About Danaos
Danaos Global I.T. Group is the global leader in maritime software, serving more than 600 shipping

companies worldwide since its establishment in 1986. Danaos offers a fully integrated comprehensive

suite of software modules that integrate all the daily activities of a shipping company in a holistic and
homogeneous way, maximizing efficiencies and Management oversight.

